Meagan Tuttle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gretchen Kruesi <gkruesi@gmail.com>
Saturday, August 08, 2020 10:35 AM
Meagan Tuttle
Comments for Joint Planning Commission Council Ordinance Cmte Meeting

[WARNING]: External Message

Hi Meagan,
I cannot attend the meeting on Tuesday so including some comments below.
Will there be a recorded version so I can view it later?
Thanks,
Gretchen
----Thank you to the Committee for their continued work on STRs and for listening to various hosts on feedback
regarding the variety of scenarios of STRs - not just whole unit and partial unit.
I have spoken before but will summarize my situation.
I own a 3 bedroom townhouse, I am the only person living here and rent one bedroom on Air Bnb part-time.
Many of my friends and colleagues have chosen to purchase homes outside Burlington due to costs particularly the high home costs and property taxes. When I was finally able to buy my first home many
encouraged me to look at the surrounding towns for better pricing. Without Air BnB, I could not have stayed in
Burlington - it is the community I'm deeply rooted in and didn't want to leave like so many others in my
age/income bracket.
Air BnB gives me the ability to afford my home on one income and continue to advance my financial stability.
While also allowing the flexibility for friends and family to visit and the flexibility for life changes.
This became even more clear to me during the COVID pandemic. I chose to close mine early - before the state
required it. And while I've been able to make it work it has been a hustle. Now with life setting into a "new
normal", I am fortunate to have found a repeat guest within Vermont for the time being to ensure my safety, be
a good community partner to help stop the spread of COVID and still allow some income from my STR.
Having just gone through the permitting process (with a parking waiver) I want to thank the Department of
Permitting and Inspections. They were incredibly helpful and informative. While the process took a bit of time
due to the pandemic they did a top-notch job. It, however, is still a fair amount of regulatory work - especially
for a part-time 1 bedroom STR that I live in full time.
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Meagan Tuttle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Olivia LaVecchia
Tuesday, August 11, 2020 4:00 PM
Meagan Tuttle; Scott Gustin
FW: Form submission from: &lt;strong&gt;Feedback&lt;/strong&gt; form

‐‐
Olivia LaVecchia
(802) 734‐0617
Pronouns: she/her
Communications & Projects Coordinator
Office of Mayor Miro Weinberger
City Hall | 149 Church Street
Burlington, VT 05401
burlingtonvt.gov/Mayor
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: City of Burlington, Vermont <noreply@burlingtonvt.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 3:56 PM
To: Olivia LaVecchia <olavecchia@burlingtonvt.gov>
Subject: Form submission from: &lt;strong&gt;Feedback&lt;/strong&gt; form
Submitted on Tuesday, August 11, 2020 ‐ 15:56 Submitted by anonymous user: 75.69.34.46 Submitted values are:
Did you attend the Housing Summit workshop in June? : No Share your comments:
The proposed regulation that requires landlords to live on the premises if they want to engage in short‐term rentals is
completely unfair and will hurt many property owners who are already struggling and lived on a fixed income.
Any landlord should have a right to flexibly rent out their property without a long‐term commitment if they want to.
The city shouldn’t try to fix its housing shortage by limiting this freedom and charging residents $7900 because they
want or need this flexibility.
The city of Burlington has caused this housing shortage by not building almost any new housing over the last 30 years
and it should fix this problem by building more housing, not penalizing current property owners with burdensome
restrictions and thousands of dollars in fees.
Your email address: mjacobsrealty@gmail.com

The results of this submission may be viewed at:
https://www.burlingtonvt.gov/node/6735/submission/18626

Please note that this communication and any response to it will be maintained as a public record and may be subject to
disclosure under the Vermont Public Records Act.
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I am pleased to see the removal of the additional parking requirement when renting one-bedroom in your home.
While I now have my permit and waiver, removing the hurdles for a low use STR such as mine, is common
sense and removes unneeded regulatory barriers for those in the future.
Thank you again for the work and listening. I look forward to attending meetings in the future.
Gretchen Kruesi
10 Baird Street
Burlington, VT
---------------------------Gretchen Kruesi
cell: 406-570-8586
email: gkruesi@gmail.com
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Meagan Tuttle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ericka Redic <erickaredic@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 05, 2020 8:21 PM
Meagan Tuttle
Short-Term Rentals

[WARNING]: External Message

Hello Ms. Tuttle,
I am vehemently opposed to any short-term rental changes, fees, taxes or anything of the like, where the
government can impose penalties on homeowners for using their home/property in the manner they chose.
Burlington and Vermont leadership have made decisions that have made almost our entire economy dependent
on travel and tourism. You don't then get to turn around and say the only people who can take advantage of that
economy are wealthy hotel and resort owners. Not only is this unfair it is unconstitutional.
I reject the premise set forth by the City of Burlington that somehow the affordability crisis in Burlington is
because of property owners utilizing apps like AirBnB. It is irresponsible of the City to lay the blame for its
policies on anyone other than themselves.
Sincerely,
Ericka Redic
512.348.4119
251 Staniford Rd
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